STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Thursday 27th April, 2017

Today is the birthday of Hideo Oba and therefore, it seemed an appropriate weekend to run
a Study Group workshop. In attendance from Spain was Michael Thraves and also, for the
first time since her operation, Nadja joined us. We had two sessions today. The first in the
afternoon was for Shihandai training. We covered some explanation of the first movements
of Tandoku Undo with emphasis on how to use the elbow. Practical examples were
explored using elements of Koryu Dai San – Jo Throw section (Jo No Tsukai). Think of the
Jo as being an extension of the arm from the elbow to the end of the Jo. Try not to grip the
Jo with force but “curl” the fingers around it; “embrace” it!

The study in the evening, and after our functional body warming up, focussed on some of the
benefits in being able to manipulate the movement of the sternum and thus the spine
(Kyokotsu training). We discovered that it can be moved in many directions but
predominately in three directions; up, back and forwards. First we developed and practised
exercises which helped us to connect and associate to the muscles which link to this area.
We soon discovered that in moving the sternum other parts of the body also move. In
moving the sternum backwards the upper spine also moves back the lower spine moves
back the hips rotate which creates movement at the ankle joint. A forward movement in the
ankle helps to create power which can be used to drive or throw. This should not be
mistaken with moving the knees forward. There is a fundamental difference, the knee will
move but as a result of the ankle moving. When we consider moving the sternum up, we
should try to isolate the specific muscle groups which are used with that region of the body.
The shoulders should not move up. When moving the sternum back the shoulders should
not “curl” forwards. Try to use the “sensation” felt as the muscles are stretched; remember
and retain this.

We considered how to move the elbow. It is almost like trying to forget that the limb
continues or exists along the arm to the wrist. If the wrist is seized the mind tends to focus
on the wrist. Try to ignore this and focus on moving the elbow. We used Jodan and Chudan
Kuzushi exercises to reinforce this.

As a close to today’s session we looked at using the knee joint in a similar way to moving the
elbow joint (Newaza – groundwork). If the leg is seized below the knee, in a way similar to
that which occurs in Koryu Dai San, consider just extending the leg from the knee and not
from the foot.

Sensation
Sensation is the body's detection of external or internal stimulation
Sensation involves three steps:
1. Sensory receptors detect stimuli.
2. Sensory stimuli are transduced into electrical impulses (action potentials) to
be decoded by the brain.
3. Electrical impulses move along neural pathways to specific parts of the brain
wherein the impulses are decoded into useful information (perception).
For example, when touched by a soft feather, mechanoreceptors – which are
sensory receptors in the skin – register that the skin has been touched. That sensory
information is then turned into neural information through a process called
transduction. Next, the neural information travels down neural pathways to the
appropriate part of the brain, wherein the sensations are perceived as the touch of a
feather.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Friday 28th April, 2017

Today we ran an afternoon session and an evening session. In the afternoon we started
with Kyokotsu exercises & applications. As an example, Koryu Dai San – Jo Throw section.


How to start movement without giving a hint to your partner



Futari Dori - using opposing direction

In the evening, after some warming up and further study of Tandoku Undo part 1, we looked
at elements of Koryu Dai San – Standing Section 1-4


Some testing for lifting up



How to turn on the feet - 3-point

Yesterday we studied the sensational feedback experienced when making a movement
which induces a stretch or winding effect in the body. Today we analysed our perception of
this feeling.

Perception
The way in which something is regarded, understood, or interpreted through the
senses. Perception utilizes the brain to make sense of the stimulation. Perception
depends on complex functions of the nervous system, but subjectively seems mostly
effortless because this processing happens outside conscious awareness.

Raise your arms vertically and keeping them straight. The chances are that they will not be
where you think they are. Visual feedback is needed to confirm that the correct position of
the arms is being achieved. In order to retain this, the brain remembers the sensations of
the correct position of the arms. This helps us by retaining this feeling which enables us to
accurately repeat this again in the future.
Today we used practical examples using elements from Koryu Dai San - Tanto section to
illustrate this.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Saturday 29th April, 2017

Today we had a late morning class immediately after the junior session. It is primarily
treated as a transition class for those juniors considering training with the seniors.
After some functional warming up exercises we continued with Tegatana Awase. This
developed into Tori gripping the wrist of Uke from Tegatana Awase. The study was for Uke
to use ankle movement and stretch to create a stance of unbalance so that by Uke stepping
to recover they can take Tori’s balance, in essence to feel the pulling action of the grasping
Uke. The task is for Uke to keep “soft” by movement and non-resistance. Periodically Tori
attempts to do a technique and Uke will try to negate this with movement and softness and
not by stiffening or blocking. Uke should have a sensation of almost losing their balance
before they try to recover.
This feeling was used to assist the practice of Kote Gaeshi Ukemi. We practised a twisting
and untwisting of Tenkai Kote Gaeshi to feel the sensation of how to “buckle” each joint
sequentially. Once the recipient is fully “wound-up” then release this sequentially, but in
reverse.

To close we did some Newaza - using the pelvis and the line of knees and how to apply a
Hineri Waza on Uke's foot.

For the afternoon session we applied our studies to Koryu Dai San – Jo Take section (JoDori). To start we developed a method to improve the Jo attack delivered by Tori. This
directly related to our sternum, elbow and ankle studies earlier. Some time was spent
working on the aspect of the movement from the elbow.

NOTES:


How to attack with the Jo and reach the target



Using the body techniques in the Waza



Using the ankle-movement to create "Koshi" movement



The definition of "Kamae", the posture for instant movement

ELBOW - HAMMER ANALOGY
A more familiar analogy on the correct use of the arm is when using a hammer to
drive a nail into a piece of wood.
In this scenario using the elbow as a focal point and "swinging" the hammer develops
the maximum power. The hand/wrist is used merely as the connection to the
hammer and not as a point of drive which invariably ends up in the shoulder.
If more power is required then use a larger hammer. There is always an optimum
and it cannot be forced.
A parallel can be drawn between this idea and an efficient Aikido technique.
In terms of force; Not too much, Not too little, but just the correct amount is what to
aim for.
The idea that more is better will just bend the nail or cause the technique to fail.

How do we know how much force to use? By sensitivity and perception!

This now opens up a further study. What happens when the hammer is so heavy (a
sledge hammer) that it requires two hands to hold it which causes the elbow to be
"locked" or straight? The spine, "core", hips and ankles (whole body) is needed.

After two tiring sessions a very welcomed meal and drinks were taken at one of our favourite
Antwerpen restaurants, Den Tir.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Sunday 30th April, 2017
This morning we travelled to:
The Fight Center,
Koning Albertstraat 19,
2300 Turnhout,
Belgium

Staged was an
event open to
“all”. 

“Three Styles Aiki Seminar”
- Aikido Aikikai, Aikijujutsu
Kobukai and Tomiki Aikido

The Mayor of the town launched the event after a short speech with a few kind words about
today’s events conception.

Adrian, Gaétan, Jan and Eddy

The billed instructors were:
Jan Janssens
8th Dan Shihan Aikijujutsu Kobukai International Budo
Eddy Wolput
7th Dan Shihan, Tomiki Aikido (Japan Aikido Association)
Adrian Tyndale
6th Dan JAA Shihandai, Tomiki Aikido (UK)
Gaétan Fiancken
5th Dan Aikido Aikikai

It was interesting to see and experience many
common areas in what superficially appear to
be differences. It was a long and most
enjoyable day which ended a very full few
days of Aikido training.

Gaétan Fiancken started the day’s session
with some basic Aikikai movement and how to
handle the sword.
With Jan Janssens we practised Sutemi
Waza.

Representing Tomiki Aikido, Eddy Wolput
ran the third session with some elements of
Tanto Randori.

The event was well received enjoyed by all
and so it is planned to repeat this again
later in the year.

Facebook Picture Gallery
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=
oa.1681806465182137&type=1
Jan Janssens Video
https://youtu.be/Egm6NWj5NOg

In the evening Eddy, Gina, and Adrian met up at ‘T Pakhuis Restaurant for a meal and most
needed drinks. “Thank you” to all instructors for a great extended weekend and to Eddy and
Gina for their hospitality.

Through conscious technical training we achieve the freedom of unconscious creativity, but
mostly this extended weekend, we all had fun! 

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2017 . . .

13-14May2017 Sofia, BULGARIA with Eddy Wolput
10-11Jun2017 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
19Jun2017-29Aug2017 SUMMER BREAK
30Aug2017-03Sep2017 International Tomiki Aikido Festival in Akita
07-Oct2017 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
11-12Nov2017 Almussafes, SPAIN with Eddy Wolput
09-10Dec2017 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Tradition and Knowledge
Chief Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Eddy Wolput
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Frits van Gulick
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Yoshiomi Inoue
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA Senior Instructor
Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Adrian Tyndale
6th Dan (JAA/BAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - International Silver Medallist
Gina De Weerdt
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - former European Kata Champion
Koos de Graaff
5th Dan (JAA)
Mike Thraves
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai
Pierre Alain Zeiter
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai

For those who are “Facebook-less” we have an alternative way of communicating our
studies via:
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Wikispaces
https://study-group-tomiki-aikido.wikispaces.com/

For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see:
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm

